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 fleet captain

Alexandre filonoff
French 28 years old

Alexandre is a dynamic and positive
minded captain who started his career as a
deckhand on the M/Y SHINE 63' in 2017.

During a few years, he worked on board
yachts such as M/Y MOKA and M/Y OPERA.

Alexandre has not stop evolving and
building his experience during these last 
 years.

He joined Aquila Yachting team as  fleet
captain.

Alexandre is an helpful and honest Captain
who will accompany you during your sea
trips by offering you a high quality service.

Alexandre speaks french and english.  



Builder construction fiart

MODEL Sealwaker 43

YEAR 2021

location golfe juan

LENGTH 13.84 M

BEAM/ DRAFT 3 m/ 1.04 M

ENGINES
2 X Volvo Penta

440 HP IPS 600

SPECIFICATIONS

4 GUESTS sleeping
12 guests on board 

2 CABINS

blue moon28/37 KN 1 Crew
1 Optional hostess

Sublue, Paddle Mediterranean coast   3 000 / Day
hight season

With double access from the cockpit, the aft platform offers a length of 60 cm
extendable up to 120 cm. Thanks to the hydraulic movement, you can reduce
any distance from the sea, lowering it to the dive, for a comfortable and
comfortable descent into the water.

The height makes this yacht one of a kind. The aft cabin reaches 1.80 m, 30 cm
more than other boats of the same type. The standard interior fittings include a
piece of furniture with boudoir and a full height wardrobe. Combining the feel of
a yacht with all the practical benefits, the Seawalker 43 offers extraordinary space
optimization, allowing even more flexibility and freedom on board.

Amenities: Cooking plate, fridge, freezer, wine cellar, safe, Tv Lcd 32, air
conditioning.

GOLFE JUAN

Hydraulic platform   
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29 Port Camille Rayon
06220 Golfe Juan

FRANCE
Contact:+33(0) 6 20 95 02 33 

+33(0) 4 93 63 41 64
Mail: charter@aquilayachting.com

www.aquilayachting.com


